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About Us

We are a firm which has shown its quality and strengths in the field of law practice for many
years. Founded by XXXXX the firm stands strong as a pillar of truthfulness through innovative
and effective practices in the legal space.
Being Trustworthy and Actionable, the firm was established on dd/mm/yy and has gained a
strong reputation of being one of the best law firms in the whole of northern India.
We are completely relationship oriented and believe in developing long term relationships with
our clients rather than just transacting over single or more cases. Being relationship oriented, we
stand firm in our pursuit to give best outcome through our distinguished law practices.
SLF Advocate relies on huge and wide expertise in specifically all laws, whether it is corporate
laws, or family laws, etc.
We are simply known as the best deal maker and have proved ourselves worthy for our clients in
the long years of practice as a lawyer and as a unique law firm.
Our experience and exposure to numerous case handling has made us Stronger and clear in the
minds of people that we mean and stand by Truth. We have developed Trust among our past
clientele’s and continue to give the best outcome from a particular case through our shear
Hardwork and persistence.
We value your time and we work day and night in order to value your time & money.

The founder has vast experience as law practitioner and has association with the big names in the
corporate world as well as distinguished personnel’s from the society.
MamtaSabbharwal (23 years of Law practice experience)
LLB from ChaudharyCharan Singh University (Meerut, India)
Registration Number: D 1222/ 95
Why Choose Us?
Our Firm stands by the values of being best innovative practitioner along with this we stand by
following traits,
 Personalized and Customized Services
 Deep Analytical skills to have the best outcome in terms of Judgement
 People Skills (Our core Strength)
 Deep Research Skills
 Preserverance
 Creativity
 Truthfulness
 Empathetic
 Human Approach
 Good Communication skills and Approach
 Reliable and Relationship Oriented

We handle cases means each of them with clear mind approach and with the mindset of doing
one thing at a time. We certainly put all of our efforts and energy and we do it very
professionally.
We are Highly committed to our task and we handle the each of the cases with complete
mindfulness and care.
We are simply Customer or Client Oriented and have the mindset of approaching the things with
complete professionalism and with complete accountability.
We have exposure to almost all kinds of laws in practice and mostly we have handled all of them
with huge success ratio. High success rates really matters when reliability is at question. And We
are pleased to inform you that we are really and have proved consistently as your Reliable
partner in seeking the right justice.
You can very well Rely upon us and we are completely Honest in our Dealings!!

Topics

Court Marriages
We have during our tenure have successfully conducted various court marriages for couples who
had come to us for the purpose. Court marriages are now a days highly common in whole of
India, and is one of the best choice while considering marrying with your partner in India. Its
completely legal and is in accordance with the, Special Marriage Act, 1954. We have conducted

the court marriages in very easy phases, and all our clients or in other terms the couples are
happily married and are happily living a good married life.
During the case of conflict among the families, court marriage had been opted by many couples,
and after checking the reliability we have carried out the court marriages for couples with huge
success rates. We have simple brought Smiles  on the faces of couples through our sharp and
easy and verifiable practice.
In case you are considering Court Marriage for yourself, you can very well contact us, and we
would be happy to be part of your new life and bringing the smile on your faces, with complete
charm and integration.
Divorce
Divorce no doubt is emotional turmoil in the lives of couple, but f the couples have decided to
dissolve their marriage, we certainly have laws for the same according to Hindu marriage act
1955. Although people belonging to other religions and caste and creed have their own marriage
acts, under which they can seek divorce. We have handled numerous divorce cases, and have
successfully carried out our job through easy and less turmoil for any partner.
We have understanding of different laws from different religions, and have carefully handled the
cases with pure sensitivity and care.
If you are seeking a divorce for yourself or for your family and friends, you can contact us at any
given point of time, and we would deal with your case with ease and complete confidentiality.
We have handled the cases with respect for the either of the couples, and have ensured that the
cases are in favor in accordance to the truth and pure understanding the emotional turmoil of our

clients. Please reach us, and we are ready to hear you and handle your case with complete
CARE.
Marriage Registration
According to recent laws in the Indian laws history, getting registration for your marriage is a
necessity. Marriage registrations have become compulsory if you have got recently married
through family ceremonies or caste ceremonies. We have conducted numerous marriage
registration for the people who have approached us and have done it with pure ease and
following the rules and regulations. We are completly aware of all the procedures regarding
successful marriage registration. Till now, you cannot register your marriage through online, so
your physical presence is a must in order to get your marriage registered. We are aware and
experienced enough in getting your marriage registered and that too with pure authenticity and
complete CARE.
Domestic Violence
In India, in recent few years, the women’s have taken extreme steps in order to escape from the
emotion or verbal or physical torture conducted by the family members or the direct in laws. But,
gone are the days, where women could not do anything in order to seek the justice. There is now
a law in the books, which can prevent you from getting tortured and blackmails in order to fulfill
the wishes of the in laws. The protection of women from domestic violence act, 2005 has
allowed the strength in the hands of women, in order to seek justice which they deserve in order
to get out of the abuse from the family members of the in-laws for the reasons which they know
the best.

We have handled numbers of cases under domestic violence act, and have helped our clients in
getting accurate and Right Justice from the hands of Judges.
In case you are in trouble, please don’t hesitate in approaching us, and we will hear you, and take
your case, and will handle it with pure justice and care. You can very well trust us in getting the
Right Justice which you deserve NOW.
Child Custody
So, you have decided to have Divorce, and now seeking Child custody. Well, according to recent
Supreme court ruling, the custody of the child shall be in favor of child and not their parents.
Having understood this, we completely follow the recent regulations and rules, and carry out
child custody cases in accordance to the Apex court rulings.
We are knowledgeable in this aspect, and are completely aware of the recent happenings and
rulings and acts regarding appropriate Child custody. We handle the child custody cases with
complete confidentiality and with our analytical skills we get you the Right Judgment. We have
handled the cases of Child custody and are aware and experienced enough to take your case and
bring the judgment in your favor. We have Got the Rich experience in it and you can very Trust
in our Honest Dealings!
Maintenance
Right to maintenance is right under the Indian laws and is obligation over the husband provided
he has the required means to support it and the wife or dependents have not violated the rule
depending upon chastity. The maintenance comes under the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance

Act, 1956. We are aware of the laws and have handled the cases under this bracket and that too
successfully. You can really rely upon us, and we work hard to get the judgment in your favor.
We keep things confidential and ensure the Right Judgment as its your Birth Right.
Dowry
Dowry cases come under the, Dowry Prohibition act, 1961. We are aware of it and have handled
the cases with complete professionalism and confidentiality and care. We understand the torture
and emotion turmoil of giving the dowry to the in laws. We are strictly against it, and we ensure
that you get the right and correct judgment from the hands of laws.
If you have faced dowry at any given point of time in your life, please donot hesitate and take
action, and contact us. We will certainly hear you, and take your case in our professional hands,
and will ensure that you get the judgment and justice which you completely deserve and we will
be happy to help you get the Right Justice.
Arbitration
We are completely aware of the Arbitration Act, 1940. We do have handled the cases under this
law, and have helped our clients in getting the correct judgment and Right Judgment which they
deserve.
We are highly professional and knowledgeable in the laws of India, and the Arbitration Act of
1940 do also comes under it. We have successfully handled the cases under this act, and we have
come out with flying colors.
None of our clients, is unhappy from our services, and we are committed in our job in order to
give you the Right and Correct Judgment. You can trust us!!

NDPC Act
NDPC Act is a special act which comes under serious crimes conducted from the land of India.
We have handled the cases under this act, and we are knowledgeable and astute in our working.
We have handled these cases through-out our tenure as law firm and have handled the cases with
pure sensitivity and care.
You can very well trust us and we are highly experienced and aware of the cases and their
outcomes from the hands of rulings under the apex court.
We are highly confident in handling such cases and are also experienced enough.
Banking
Banking comes under the Banking Act of 1949, and its rules and regulations. We are highly
knowledgeable in the banking regulations and different acts under this bracket. Through the
years of practice, we have handled various banking cases and have helped our past clients, in
having the correct and appropriate judgment.
You can very well trust us and trust in our capabilities, in handling various cases. There are few
cases where we are highly specialized, and no doubt Banking comes under few of those laws.
As a law firm we are strong and experienced enough to handle banking cases.
You can very well Trust in our Honest dealings and Contact us NOW
Insurance
Insurance law comes under the Insurance Act, 1938. We are highly experienced and completely
aware of the laws and regulations in this act. We have many clients who have approached for

different cases which comes under the gambit of this act. We have handled all these cases
through astute leadership and persistence.
We offer personalized care and judgments which are in your favor.
Are you under pressure or tensed, and looking for a lawyer, Just Contact Us.
Theft
Theft is highly common in our country. One in two have experienced theft in their lifetimes.
Theft is a serious crime and comes under, the Theft Act of 1978. We have handled thousands of
theft cases so far, and have come out successful.
We are completely aware of the laws and regulations under this act, and we are committed in
giving you the right justice and correct justice for the turmoil you have gone through or the loss
you have incurred due to the occurrence of one or two theft at your home or in your shop or
business center.
You can trust us, and please contact us immediately, we provide fast service and that too provide
right judgment which you deserve under the gambit of this law.
Internet Crime
Internet is the best gift of mankind to the mankind. The technology which has so much
advantage to the present generation and culture of globalized world, has no doubt helped many
people from different age brackets. However, even this space, isn’t spared from the hands of
criminals and internet crime and threat is one of the most commonest form of crimes, happening
all across the nation and also globally.

We are aware of the latest cyber laws, and in recent years, have handled the cases under the act.
We have helped many people, who contacted us, in the want of justice.
Trust us, we are also tech savvy, and have handled cases under the internet crimes highly
successfully.
If you are the one who has been hit hard by the crime through internet, no need to worry, as we
are here to help you out and get the justice.
Contact us now.!!!
Railway Claims
Railway claims have risen these days, and many people have been affected by the inaccuracies
by the railways. We are aware of the laws and kind of claims which you can very well have.
Certainly you can trust us, as we are knowledgeable enough to get you the correct and right
claims.
If you are worried, please don’t be so, contact us now, and relieve yourself from the worry and
turmoil.
Accident Claim
Thousands of accidents happen on the roads of India. Every city has numerous accidents
happenings in their areas. You can very well claim your loss, and Indian law system does helps
you out in getting the right claim which you very well deserve.
If you have been recently affected by an Accident. Approach us, and we will help you out in
getting the right and justifiable claim.

Contact us NOW!
Harassments Case
Harassments are happening at a very speedy rate all across the world. India no doubt has become
the hub of harassments. Now doubt it brings with itself lot of emotional turmoil and financial
loss.
It’s a heinous crime under the Indian legal system, and you should fear not, to approach us, and
seek the justice, and get the harasser behind the jail.
We are Simply the best people in the area, and you can very well contact us, and get justice
under the above mentioned laws and cases.
CONTACT US NOW!!

